LEGACY

Col. Covey's
Lasting Impact
Dick Covey is much more than just a former astronaut; he is an
engineer, advisor, scout, and speaker

expertise in conducting the management of
humans in space, specifically with day to
day operations. With the United Space
Alliance, he was a key player in the returnto-flight initiative that helped to keep
astronauts at the international space station.
The most unique area that Col. Covey
worked in later in his career was serving on
the board of directors for RE/Max Holdings
(Board of directors, n.d). There he brought
to the table his tremendous leadership skills
in a separate industry for RE/Max is a real
estate agency looking for diverse leadership.
His ability to see situations in a unique light
made him a valuable asset to the team
allowing for a million dollar increase in
sales with customers. It is easy to see how
his value was far beyond the STEM field
and his great interpersonal skills as a huge
asset.
We acknowledge him for his impact on
the aeronautical field but it is important to
remember his reach has spread beyond. The
honors bestowed upon him are only a small
part of the the bigger picture to Colonel
Dick Covey, former NASA astronaut. Going
forward we will forever remember him as an
individual who gave his all to people and
changed the way we see space flight today.

COLONEL DICK COVEY
When the name Colonel Dick Covey is mentioned, one often thinks about his
contributions to NASA's space program. He has made tremendous strides with space
exploration, from starting our Space Shuttle program, to being a part of the very first
advisory board and assisting in the Challenger problem (Biographical Data: Richard
O. Covey, 2007). He has rightfully earned his place in the Astronaut Hall of Fame
among his numerous other awards. He is a proud alumni of Boy Scoutsof America,
and is a Distinguished Eagle Scout (Distinguished Eagle Scout Award, 2020). He has
remained active in Scouting for over twenty-five years, often giving back through
speaking engagements and thousands of dollars in donations for awards and Eagle
Scout projects. His achievements have served as a shining example to the Scouts that
have come after him
Furthermore, he has served as the CEO of the United Space Alliance (United Space
Alliance - The Space Operations Company, n.d.). His partnership here allowed him to
continue to assist in the space program from a corporate perspective. He offered his
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DID YOU KNOW?
Col. Covey was one of the last
individuals to speak with the
Challenger before it caught fire
mid-launch. He gave the go for
engines to throttle up. He almost
wishes his last words were "God's
speed."
Navarro, 2015
IDEAS MAGAZINE
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